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Musikreviews.New Delhi: A letter purportedly
written by Pakistan’s Pakistani President Pervez
Musharraf to his Indian counterpart Pranab
Mukherjee has been published in the media. It is
over three years since Musharraf left India for
self-imposed exile. Musharraf has been the chief
of Pakistan’s Armed Forces, and its Prime
Minister, from 1999 until 2008. In 2003, he
dissolved the Parliament, bringing an end to the
democratic rule of Pakistan. The letter and op-ed
published in the Indian news magazine Outlook
came in response to Mukherjee’s call for
cooperation in the field of science and
technology. Musharraf, according to a report in
Indian Express, called for the strengthening of
"peaceful nuclear cooperation". It appears that
the two leaders have got along well, at least
politically. They also have a common aim of
developing ties with the United States, from
where both have sought to distance themselves.
India and Pakistan have been at war since 1971,



although the two countries have periodically
locked horns over the recent past. In early
March 2015, Pakistani military sources had said
that the country’s nuclear programme had a
range of 15,000 km, twice that of the country’s
nearest rival China. The South Asian rivals have
since claimed that their nuclear arms are
"defence-capable". Pakistan is known to have
several missile delivery vehicles, though the
precise capabilities of these can’t be assessed. It
has also been reported that Pakistan has
expanded its missile programme in recent years.
This has increased tensions with India, which is
known to have a far more advanced missile
programme. Pakistan also has an arsenal of 80
nuclear warheads. India has 20. The two
countries have never gone to war with each
other, but tensions have periodically escalated.
Over the years, India and Pakistan have signed,
and subsequently violated the terms of, multiple
treaties and defence co-operation agreements.
This has led to the two countries having limited
co-operation on border security. In December,
Pakistan had sought India’s help on its border
security. Two days later, India became the first



country to cross into
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